Phasis 10 (I), 2007

Filippomaria Pontani (Venice)
THE UNFORGETTABLE FIRE: MEDEA'S DREAMS IN POXY 4712
"Tu che guardi verso di me / hai visto i tori nel
sonno / ed hai lasciato Madrid.
Stai nei miei occhi e racconti / le Sirene e gli
inganni / del tuo sogno che va"
(G. Nannini)

116 fragments of a papyrus roll written in the early first century have been
masterfully edited by Giovan Battista d'Alessio three years ago. They have
presented us with meagre remains of what seems to be a Hellenistic epic
poem on an Argonautic theme1. I shall briefly concentrate here on some
details of reading and interpretation concerning frr. 1 and 2, virtually the only
ones long enough to leave some room for speculation. Both seem to deal with
a dream, in which Medea saw her beloved Jason being slaughtered by Aeetes'
bulls – a scene very similar to the famous dream of Medea in Ap. Rhod.
3.616-6362. Here is d'Alessio's text.
fr. 1.5-16
Kºo≥lcivde" ajrhvsont≥ai oJmwª
wJº" fa≥mevnh levktªrºo≥io katan≥ª
k≥a≥vppese: kekli≥ªmevºn≥h≥ detoª
h≥jrevma de; blefªavroi º kataptª
1

2

5

Apart from the evidence of fr. 1 and 2, an important clue in this direction is the occurrence of
the name Faevqwn (the alternative name of Medea's brother Apsyrtos) in fr. 14.3. d'Alessio
2005, 57 rightly rules out the attribution of this papyrus to Apollonius' proekdosis of the
Argonautica (on which see Fantuzzi 1988, 87-120 and Schade 2001, 30-33).
On this dream, one of the most debated passages in the entire Apollonius (and a well-known
subject in antiquity, judging from the title of the Thessalian pantomime Mhdeiva" o[neiro": see
Luc. salt. 53), see Fränkel 1957, 16-17. Hunter 1989, 163-167. Sansone 2000, 159-162. Walde
2001, 175-184 (with earlier bibliography).
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≥l≥ ≥'ª ≥ºn uJpoª ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥º ≥oisin an ≥ª
oi≥|a≥ k≥aqupnwvousa: dia; kradivhª
m≥enqh'rai sobevesªkºo≥n: ajpoprª
Aijsonivdhn oJrªavºa≥s≥ªqºai: ajei; d∆ejnikª
oJ xevno" h] tauvrois≥ªiº peparmevnoª"
ajºndªroºfovnoi" geneth'ro": uJp≥ ≥ ≥ª
º ≥n kaiv pouv ti kek ≥ ≥ª
ºruse≥ª ≥ ≥º kukwo≥ªmen
fr. 2
d≥ª
eiq≥ª
taurª
hmª
aJrp≥ª
uJpnª ≥º ≥ª
p≥lhvseie≥ª
feu'geleh≥ª
e[nnep ≥ª
pu'r a[fatª
kaip ≥ª ≥º ≥eª
u{pno" o≥ª
mermhra ≥ª
dei'ma kai; ejk k≥ªeºf≥a≥ªlh'"
tºauvrwn ga;r sªtºo≥mªat
ejºkcumevnhn ª ≥ºo≥ ≥ª
eijºl≥ufovwn a{te kum≥ª
≥ ≥º ≥hn de; krwssoi'o kª
≥ ≥ºprocevein: tovson ª
ejkº l≥ecevwn ajnevpaltª(o)

10

15

5

10

15

20

1.
Ll. 6-10 of fr. 1 have one and the same subject, namely Medea. The sense
we gather from the remains is the following: "Having uttered these words, she
fell back on the bed3; once she lay down... [something]4... Then slowly on her
eyelid(s)...[here we have the blank of l. 9] as if asleep."
3

I have not found any convincing solution for the second hemistich of l. 6, though I would
incline to restore there an accusative depending on katav, e. g. eujnhvn in the last foot, preceded
by an adjective. Syntactically, this would match structures like e. g. Ap. Rhod. 3.927 pedivoio
kata; stivbon; semantically, this would create with levktroio a hendiadys otherwise attested in
tragedy, as Aesch. Pers. 543 levktrwn eujna;" aJbrocivtwna" or Eur. Alc. 925 levktrwn koivta"
ej" ejrhvma" and Eur. Iph. Taur. 859 ej" klisivan levktrwn dovlion; the difference between
levco" / levktron (the underlying bed) and eujnhv (the sheets / blankets) is clear from many
passages of Greek literature (e. g. the last couplet of Nonn. Dion. 25. 572-3 laoi; d∆e[nqa kai;
e[nqa camaistrwvtwn ejpi; levktrwn / eJsperivh/ meta; dovrpon ojreiavdi kavppeson eujnh/)' .
Should we take levktroio with either kata; or kavppesen, I believe this would imply the
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Let us take a look at line 9. I believe the first word, which d'Alessio did
not identify, should be read as mu'en, imperfect from the verb muvw, "to close,
esp. to close one's eyes (or mouth, or ears)", with an object as in Il. 24.637 ouj
gavr pw muvsan o[sse uJpo; blefavroisin ejmoi'sin (of Priam's sleeplessness
since the day of Hector's slaughter), or absolute5. What the first editor took as
traces of a lambda preceded by a lost letter belong in fact to the second half of
a my, in the very peculiar shape this letter has e. g. in l. 13, where d'Alessio
himself remarked: "m is traced in an anomalous way that could suggest ll, but
no doubt m was meant." The hypsilon under the very evident circumflex
accent had already been suggested by the first editor.
At the end of the line, the dot of ink after ny must belong, for metrical
reasons, to a vowel: its high position rules out any other possibility except
hypsilon. With anu, the most attractive integration is the rare adjective
ajnuvstakto", "sleepless", an adjective not attested before Gregory of Nyssa,
and always connected with a word meaning "eye"6. Here, ajnuvstakto" might
be connected to the lost dative in the first half of the line, and it might
describe the state of Medea's eyes prior to this moment, in a sort of oxymoron
heightening the salvific value of her present sleep. I have two suggestions for
the lost dative: given that ojfqalmoi'sin is ruled out on palaeographical
grounds (no trace of the high vertical of the f can be detected on the

4

5

6

(implausible) image of Medea falling down from the bed (as e. g. in Od. 10. 559 ajlla;
katantikru; tevgeo" pevsen): katapivptw is construed with several prepositions (periv + dat.,
ejn + dat., ejpiv + dat. or acc., ej" + acc., ajmfiv + acc.) or with the simple dative (see esp. Nonn.
Dion. 24. 331 ejrhmavdi kavppeson eujnh/;' 34. 86 ajscalovwn uJp∆e[rwti kathfevi> kavppesen
eujnh/'), never with katav + gen. For the latter construction I can find no parallel outside of Ps.Luc. Ocypus 73 kei'tai kat∆eujnh'" u{ptio" beblhmevno" (with a different verb, however). It is
easy to imagine that a pregnant adjective should have qualified Medea's bed, the bed she kisses
before leaving Colchis for good in Ap. Rhod. 4. 26, "the place of her virginity" (Beye 1982,
136), and one of the remote protagonists of Euripides' tragedy (cp. Boedeker 1997, 141).
The easiest solution for the sequence deto is de; to, whereby the most likely solution is a form
of the adj. tovso", probably referring to Medea's sorrow. de Stefani's conjecture tovshn
kouvfize mevrimnan implies a form of relief occurring upon her lying down in bed, as in Hom.
Od. 18. 188-89 (but things look differently e. g. in Od. 19. 524-29; see also by contrast Ap.
Rhod. 3. 671-672 ejk qalavmou qavlamovnde diamperev", w/| e[ni kouvrh / kevklit∆ajkhcemevnh,
druvyen d∆eJkavterqe pareiav"; Theocr. 2. 86-7).
For a very interesting use of the verb muvw (not unknown to Hellenistic and later poetry: Nic. fr.
74. 56; Tryphiod. 15; Nonn. Dion. 26. 132) in the sense of "to close slowly one's eyes, as if in
sleep" cp. e. g. Gal. in Hipp. epid. 3.17a.554, 3-5 K.: ouj ga;r wJ" oiJ kata; fuvsin e[conte"
ejkoima'to, ajlla; di∆ajrrwstivan th'" dunavmew" a[kwn e[muen, wJ" mh; dunavmeno" tou;"
ojfqalmou;" ajnewgovta" e[cein, e[kleiev te aujtou;" kai; smikra; katekoima'to.
Either ojfaqlmov" or o[mma: I refer to Greg. Nyss. in s. Ephr., PG 46.829.51; Theod. Stud. epist.
11. 47; Mich. Psell. theol. 101.74; enc. in matrem 518 Crisc.; Mich. Attal. hist. 196. 12. The
only other possibility for our line would be a form of the verb ajnugraivnw, in a context similar
to Ps.Luc. Amor. 3. 20 tw'n ojmmavtwn aiJ bolai; takerw'" ajnugraivnonto; 14. 22 takerovn ti
kai; rJevon ejn toi'" o[mmasi pavqo" ajnugraivnwn.
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papyrus), one possibility is the diminutive ojªmmatºi≥voisin, not unknown to
Hellenistic poetry (see Call., SH 305.1), but a more intriguing one, powerfully
backed by the aforementioned Homeric line (Il. 24. 637) is ªblefavºr≥oisin,
which also has interesting matches in Hellenistic and later poetry, particularly
together with the noun ojpwpaiv, "eyeballs" or "pupils"7.
My tentative reading for ll. 9-10 thus runs:
m≥u≥'ªeºn≥ uJpo; ªblefavºr≥oisin ajnu≥ªstavktoisin ojpwpav"
oi|≥a≥ k≥aqupnwvousa.
"She closed her pupils under her sleepless eyelids, as falling asleep".
If this is accepted, we find ourselves confronted with l. 8, whose subject
must be Medea8: it is very unlikely that the same word blevfaron could be
repeated in two subsequent lines; we might thus look for a different
integration for the lacuna after hjrevma dev9. While I have no really convincing
suggestion for the second hemistich10, I observe that d'Alessio's f is littera
incerta, only the top and the bottom of a long vertical being actually extant
(these traces suit both f and y). Therefore, I put forward very cautiously the
hypothesis that here we might read
hj≥revma de; blevy≥ªasaº kataptª
The iunctura hjrevma blevpein, in the sense of "to see faintly", "to look
with faint eye", is indeed very rare, but it occurs in three significant passages
by Aristotle, all variously dealing with visions or dreams11. It designates a

7

8

9

10

11

See Opp. cyn. 3. 348-349 toivhn me;n purovessan uJpo; blefavroisin ojpwpaiv / marmarugh;n
stravptousin. Naumach. 67 Heitsch mhde; mevlaine teoi'sin uJpo; blefavroisin ojpwpav". Q.
Smyrn. 12. 414 leukai; d∆a[r∆ ujpo; blevfar∆e[stan ojpwpaiv. See also Ap. Rhod. 2. 109 druvye
dev oiJ blevfaron, gumnh; d∆uJpeleivpet∆ojpwphv. For ojfqalmov" see Opp. cyn. 1. 421 ojfqalmoi;
caropoi'sin uJpostivlbonte" ojpwpai'".
Mu'en in l. 9 syntactically rules out solution as blefavroisi katapvtero" ajmfecuvqh nuvx (for
which see e. g. Q. Smyrn. 8. 313) or the like with u{pno" as subject (on the model of e. g. Od.
23. 309 or Hes. fr. 294. 4 M.-W.: see Mosch. Eur. 3 and Bühler 1960, 50-51).
It should be noted in passing that the adv. hjrevma is far from common in hexametric poetry
(which is why its meaning in the present context has been debated, either "a little" or "slowly",
see de Stefani 2006). The only comparable instance I could find is Opp. cyn. 4. 343-4, where
the leopards proswvpata d∆ej" cqovna di'an / hjrevma neustavzousi kavtw, and then fall asleep.
I have toyed for a while with the idea of kata; ptªuvca", as in Ap. Rhod. 2. 992 a[lseo"
jAkmonivoio kata; ptuvca" eujnhqei'sa; but another possibility might be kataptªhvxasav te...,
and no doubt many more can be found. One cannot help remarking the particular preference of
our author for katav, which recurs, as preposition or preverb, in ll. 6, 7, 8 and 10 of fr. 1: a
preference not shared by Apollonius, as we learn from Redondo 2000, 143.
Arist. meteor. 3.4.373b hjrevma kai; oujk ojxu; blevponti (see also 1.6.343b parablevpousi
d∆hjrevma th;n o[yin); and particularly Arist. insomn. 3.462a19-24 prw'ton me;n ga;r ejnivoi"
sumbaivnei kai; aijsqavnesqaiv ph/ kai; yovfwn kai; fwto;" kai; cumou' kai; aJfh'",
ajsqenikw'" mevntoi kai; oi|on povrrwqen: h[dh ga;r ejn tw/' kaqeuvdein uJpoblevponte", o}
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sort of weak visual perception, occurring either before a vision, or inside a
dream as a remnant of the external world: it occurs in Aristotle when the
philosopher is describing the first steps of the psychic processes leading to
dreams, those still half-way between awakeness and sleep12.
Whatever we make of l. 8, we must remark that in his work De insomniis,
probably the most important Greek treatise on the physiology of dreams (little
is known of Theophrastus' and Demetrius of Phalerum's works on the
subject), Aristotle believed that dreams were originated by the movement of
perceptions (kivnhsi" tw'n aijsqhmavtwn) from the sense organs through the
blood back to the "principle of perception" (ajrch; th'" aijsqhvsew"), namely
the heart, which a tradition starting with the tragedians had consecrated as the
true sedes of dreams13. It is thus no surprise that in l. 10 we find kradivh: the
menqh'rai (a very rare word for frontivde", curae, "sorrows", see d'Alessio ad
loc.) stand here for the "imaginative movements" (or kinhvsei" fantastikaiv)
that run through (dia; kradivhª") or shake the heart (dia; kradivhªnº...
sobeveskon)14 and mouth in the dovxa (an aorist form of the verb dokevw most
probably stood at the end of l. 11) of what we perceive as dreams15.
According to Plato's Timaeus, it is precisely by closing our eyelids that we are
able to dream16, which might also explain our author's detailed description in
ll. 7-9.

12

13
14

15

16

hjrevma ejwvrwn fw'" tou' luvcnou kaqeuvdonte", wJ" w/[onto, ejpegerqevnte" eujqu;"
ejgnwvrisan to; tou' luvcnou o[n.
For a detailed and extremely accurate discussion of Aristotle's often complicated and
contradictory statements see van der Eijk 1994, 36-52. The vision described in de insomn.
3.462a19-24 is not listed by Aristotle among proper dreams, yet its mechanism is presented as
entirely identical with that of dreams: see van der Eijk 1994, 44-45 and 244-246.
See van der Eijk 1994, 46; van Lieshout 1980, 39-40.
The verb sobevw – totally unknown to poetical language – should perhaps be regarded as more
or less equivalent to other verbs of shaking or violent motion: see e. g. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1104
(quoted foll. note); 4. 351 dhv rJav min ojxei'ai kradivhn ejlevlixan ajni'ai; Maiist. 42-44 kakw/'
q∆uJpo; deivmati pa'san / hjw' te nuvkta" te peri; kradivhn ejlevlizen / tavrbo" qeiopovloio.
Designating the dreamer's first "impression" about the vision that appears to him, dovxa is a
terminus technicus in Aristotle's de insomniis: see van der Eijk 1994, 42-45. As for dokevw +
inf. see Ap. Rhod. 3. 619, 4. 666 and especially Ap. Rhod. 4. 1480, with the structure dokei'n
ijdevsqai, very similar to ours (see also McLennan 1973, 64). A possible solution for the end of
l. 10 is dia; kradivhª" d∆ajlegeinaiv (see e. g. Ap. Rhod. 3.1103 th'" d∆ajlegeinovtatai kradivhn
ejrevqeskon ajni'ai; also 3. 764 ajlegeinovtaton a[co"). I am not sure I understand the syntax
behind de Stefani's infinitive ejporou'sai. Magnelli 2006, 11, suggests dev oiJ aijeiv (perhaps less
likely in view of the other ajeiv in l. 12).
Plat. Tim. 45e-46a (see van Lieshout 1980, 120-121; in Tim. 45e the verb summuvw is used of
the eyelids). Lulofs 1947, xxix believed in Plato's influence on Aristotle, whereas van der Eijk
1994, 48 note 20 is much more skeptical: on the issue see also Preus 1968. My impression is
that the principles of perception theory in the two philosophers are of course very different, yet
in some single images they might actually concur.
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But what does Medea actually dream? Ll. 11-14 guarantee that she
dreams of Jason, and particularly of his slaughter either by the bulls' horns or
by Aeetes' murderous swords. I shall simply append here some tentative
reconstructions of these lines:
oi≥|a≥ k≥aqupnwvousa: dia; kradivhª" d∆ajlegeinai;
m≥enqh'rai sobevesªkºo≥n: ajpovprªoqen aujto;n e[doxen
Aijsonivdhn oJrªavºa≥s≥ªqºai: ajei; d∆ejni; kªei'to purh/'sin
oJ xevno" h] tauvrois≥ªiº peparmevnoª" hje; macaivrai"
ajºndªroºfovnoi" geneth'ro": uJp≥ ≥ ≥ª

10

If in l. 11 ajpovproqen is right, then Medea perceives in the distance a
vague resemblance of Jason: this fits in well with the dynamic of her dream,
and particularly with the remarkable povrrwqen in Aristotle's passage quoted
above note 1117. Another possibility might be ajpoproqorovnta d∆e[doxen (or ovnt∆ ejdovkhsen) / Aijsonivdhn oJravasqai, recalling Ap. Rhod. 3. 1280 nho;"
ajpoproqorwvn, where the very Apollonian verb ajpoproqrwvskw18 is used
precisely of Jason leaping off the ship in order to fight against Aeetes' bulls;
but in our papyrus of course there is no room for nhov" or the like. Again in l.
12, ejnik- cannot correspond to ejnikavppese (another Apollonian verb)19, for
the good reason that ajeiv needs an imperfect. We thus have to separate ejni;
from k-: one possibility (albeit little in keeping with our context) is to read
something like ejni; kuvmasi (or kauvmasi) pi'pten / pivptwn20, the other is to
postulate that Medea sees Jason already dead, ajei; d∆ ejni; kei'to purh/'sin: the
verb kei'mai is never composed with the preposition ejniv, but this preposition
is very common in new compound verbs created by Hellenistic poets21, and is
often used in similar syntactical Wendungen (e. g. Ap. Rhod. 3. 63 ejni;
sqevno" e[pleto guivoi"; Mosch. Eur. 6 ejni; knwvssousa dovmoisin). In ll. 134, despite the ajndrofovnoi tau'roi of Nonn. Dion. 11. 190 and 294, and
despite Nonn. Dion. 36. 455 taureivoi" keravessi peparmevnon a[ndra
17

18

19
20

21

For ajpovproqen with a verb of seeing see e. g. Q. Smyrn. 9.267; 12.477; 13.478. It is interesting
that in Apollonius precisely this adverb is used to envisage the possibility of Jason's separation
from Medea (3. 1065 – with ajpovproqi – and 1111). On aujtovn reinforcing Aijsonivdhn see e. g.
Ap. Rhod. 3. 169 and 1077.
Later conspicuously used by Arg. Orph. 545 nho;" a[po proqorovnta", o{qi xevno" ejn
yamavqoisi / kei'tai ajpofqivmeno". On Apollonius' fondness for this kind of compound verbs
(e. g. 3. 267 ajpoprolipovnte"; 3. 1311 ajpoprobalwvn etc.) see Redondo 2000, 137.
See Ap. Rhod. 3. 655 levktroisi prhnh;" ejnikavppesen eijlicqei'sa. Also Dionys. fr. 18r.7
Heitsch ejnikavppese povnªtw/º. Magnelli 2006, 11 supports ejnikavppese.
The verb pivptw is very often construed with ejniv, see e. g. Ap. Rhod. 1. 506 e[peson d∆ejni;
kuvmasin jWkeanoi'o, but also Ap. Rhod. 1. 1027; 2, 1012; 4, 1292. De Stefani 2006 suggests
ejni; kauvmasi flecqeiv".
See e. g., only in Apollonius' third book, 3. 413 ejnibavllomai; 528 ejnitrevfomai; 655
ejnikavppesen; 973 ejnipepthui'an; 1185 ejnispeivra".
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damavzei (certainly reminiscent of this passage), it is safer to take
ajndrofovnoi" with a different noun than tauvroi": good guesses might be e. g.
Magnelli's hje; macaivrai" or my h] belevessin22. The following lines are too
difficult to restore, but in l. 15 kek ≥ ≥ might in fact hide kekomªmevn- (limbs cut
off from Jason's body?)23, and on l. 22 there is again a mention of fire.
No speculation is possible on the dream's development, nor on its
relationship with Medea's dream in Apollonius Rhodius 3. 616-636, where
Medea intervenes to help Jason out of his toil. Indeed, comparisons can be
established with other Apollonian passages: the alternative prospected in ll.
13-14, as noted by Magnelli, recalls Ap. Rhod. Arg. 3. 459-460 tavrbei
d∆ajmf∆aujtw/', mhv min bove" hje; kai; aujtov" / Aijhvth" fqeivseien. A verbal
echo links ll. 11-12 of our papyrus with the introduction to the first secret
meeting between Jason and Medea, namely Ap. Rhod. 3. 960-961 w}" a[ra
th/' kalo;" me;n ejphvluqen eijsoravasqai / Aijsonivdh", kavmaton de;
dusivmeron w\rse faanqeiv"; this passage is also interesting because it is
followed (ll. 962-65) by a sort of medical protocol describing Medea's erotic
emotion upon the apparition of the hero. It is unlikely that these analogies are
accidental.
Our text belongs to a poem that paid great attention to the process of
Medea's falling asleep and starting to dream: this might have something to do
with the general attention devoted to Medea's eyes in extant literature, from
Euripides (Med. 92-93 o[mma tauroumevnhn) to Apollonius (e. g. 3. 444-45;
886; 1008-1010; 1161 uJgra; d∆ejni; blefavroi" e[cen o[mmata; 4. 698-99),
from Grillparzer down to Pasolini and Ariel Dorfman. But the wording might
also be reminiscent of Aristoteles' physiological doctrine on dreams, which
would be in keeping with the interest for natural sciences typical of
Hellenistic epic, as witnessed chiefly by Apollonius himself in his
Argonautica24.
2.
Let us come back for a moment to the first legible line of fr. 1: l. 5. "The
Colchian women will pray..." As we learn from the subsequent formula w}"
famevnh25, this is clearly the last line of a monologue, where Medea envisages
22

23
24

25

See Q. Smyrn. 1. 348 i{ppoi d∆ajmfi; bevlessi peparmevnoi h] melivh/sin (cp. also 11. 307).
Nonn. Dion. 28. 121 ejk kefalh'" belevessi peparmevno" eij" povda" a[krou". It is
remarkable that the term ajndrofovnoi occurs only once in Apollonius' Argonautica (4. 701),
and implicitly refers to Jason and Medea after Apsyrtos' murder.
Remember Apsyrtos' mascalismov" in Ap. Rhod. 4. 477-481.
See Erbse 1953, 186-189. Solmsen 1961, 195-196. Fusillo 1994, 95-100 (on the link between
Medea's dream in Apollonius and Herophilus' theory of dreams).
Perhaps reminiscent of Il. 22. 460-1 w}" famevnh megavroio dievssuto mainavdi i[sh /
pallomevnh kradivhn. See also Call. Hec. fr. 260.62-4 Pf. = SH 288.62-4 th;n me;n a[r∆w}"
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the malediction sent over her by the Colchian women. A perfect parallel, as
noted by d'Alessio, is Ap. Rhod. 3. 794-795 kaiv kevn me dia; stovmato"
forevousai / Kolcivde" a[lludi" a[llai ajeikeva mwmhvsontai, where Medea
thinks of the Colchians' blame in case she committed suicide after helping
Jason against her father (3. 785-798)26.
Now, one interesting peculiarity of our passage is that Medea's
monologue precedes the dream, whereas in Apollonius it follows. This is not
a minor difference: it is well-known that Apollonius innovated on the literary
form and narrative function of monologues, a merit on which he has been
praised since the age of Sainte-Beuve27. On good grounds, Apollonius has
been termed the "inventor of the interior monologue", and of the related
literary device of "internal focalisation", by which Medea becomes the
absolute protagonist of book 3 of the Argonautica28.
Medea's first monologue (3. 464-470) occurs when the character
experiences a form of dreamlike extasis (3. 446-47) that leads her to dreadful
– but growingly conscious – thoughts about Jason's imminent death (a very
internally focalised section: 3. 451-462)29. The second monologue (3. 636644) follows directly her famous dream about Jason's fate, and thus gives a
rational frame to the heroine's inner conflicts, which the dream had presented
in an ambiguous and yet revealing form30. In the pericope Ap. Rhod. 3. 744824 the transition from a physiological and psychological level (insomnia,
doubts, fear for Jason's death etc.) to a rationally verbalized level (the
monologue) has been brilliantly detected and analysed by Barkhuizen31. It is

26

27
28
29

30
31

famevnhn u{pno" lavbe, th;n d∆aji?ousan. / kaddraqevthn d∆ ouj pollo;n ejpi; crovnon, ai\ya
ga;r h\lqen / stibhvei" a[gcauro" (reworking Od. 15. 493-495).
In our fragment, the choice of the verb ajravomai in a negative sense (not a simple invocation or
desire, as in most epic occurrences, cp. Hom. Il. 6.115; Od. 1. 164; Ap. Rhod. 1. 159; Opp. hal.
4. 577) might be reminiscent of another famous passage where a son thinks about the
consequences of acting against his mother's will, namely Telemachus' words in Od. 2. 135
ejpei; mhvthr stugera;" ajrhvset∆ jErinu'" (if he marries her to a suitor without her consent; on
Erinyes in Apollonius see Vagnone 1994). But of course in our passage ajrhvsontai might be
construed with an infinitive in the preceding line or with a different clause (see e. g. ep. adesp.
3. 14 Pow. oujde; ga;r jArgeivou" qanevein ªajrºhvsomai aujthv, and Il. 9. 172 o[fra Dii; Kronivdh/
ajrhsovmeq∆ ai[ k∆ ejqelhvsh/). In either case, I would prefer to read oJmw'" (very frequent in this
metrical sedes, see Ap. Rhod. 1. 99; 321; 896 etc.), perhaps in a structure like oJmw'" ejme;
Calkiovphn te, or oJmw'" aujtaiv te kai; a[ndre".
Sainte-Beuve 1879.
See Fusillo 2001, esp. 146. On Medea's monologues see Fusillo 1985, 352-355 and Paduano
1972, 11-59.
See Fusillo 1985, 349-350; Fusillo 2001, 145: the movement from thoughts to words in this
section is described by Barkhuizen 1979, 35. On 3. 446-47, see Walde 2001, 175-177.
See the brilliant analysis by Fusillo 1985, 350-351 and Paduano 1972, 38-39.
Barkhuizen 1979, 36-47. Paduano 1972, 40-41 rightly observes that the insomnia in 3.751
corresponds per oppositum to a sort of "struttura onirica" (see also below n. 39).
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precisely the sequence dream + monologue that will enjoy the widest success
in later authors, starting from the opening of Moschus' Europa32.
Whereas Medea's monologues in the Argonautica are made of reflections
on her dreams or on her unconscious thoughts, in our papyrus sleep and
dream come at the end of Medea's Qual, and probably objectivate in vivid
images the fears and anguish cumulated in the heroine's Selbstgespräch. This
difference poses even more urgently the question of relationship and priority
between our poem and Apollonius, but it should also affect our view on the
one similar instance of a sequence monologue-dream in the (otherwise
scanty) ancient Argonautic literature33, namely Valerius Flaccus 7.141-145
(occurring right after Medea's monologue in 7.128-140):
Dixerat haec stratoque graves proiecerat artus
si veniat miserata quies, cum saevior ipse
turbat agitque sopor; supplex hinc sternitur hospes,
hinc pater, illa nova rumpit formidine somnos
erigiturque toro.
The narrative structure of this passage – opened by a dixerat haec which
closely recalls our w}" famevnh34 – has been read as a deliberate variation of
the Apollonian model, obtained by eliminating any reference to the
intervention of Argos35. Yet our fragment might suggest that this arrangement
in fact clings back to a Greek source other from Apollonius. It would be
tempting to identify our poem with the lost work postulated by
Quellenforscher such as Venzke and Vian as a source of Valerius Flaccus and
the Orphic Argonautica, in all those cases where the plot of these two works
coincides against Apollonius: a first step in this direction has already been
made by d'Alessio, who compared the description of the bulls in our fragment
2 with Val. Fl. 7.570ff.36 The most remarkable of these errores coniunctivi, so
to speak, concerns the handling of Medea's and Aeetes' prophetical dreams in
32

33

34
35

36

See Bühler 1960, 60-61 ("Moschos hat den ganzen Ablauf der Szene übernommen", scil. from
Apollonius). On the literary relationship between monologues and dreams in Apollonius see
Walde 2001, 178-179. On its literary and psychoanalytical implication see Fusillo 1994.
It must be borne in mind that no other poem on the Argonauts is known between the age of
Apollonius and the Orphic Argonautica: see Bowie 2000, 9-10.
See Perutelli 1997, 237.
Adamietz 1976, 92-94 (see esp. 94: 94: "Aus dem im Monolog ausgedrückten Widerstreit der
Gefühle erwächst der Wunsch nach Ruhe und Schlaf"). On this issue see also Eigler 1988, 9899. On Medea's dream in Valerius as indebted to Apollonius and to Virgil, but oriented
towards the highlighting of the psychological description over the action proper see the acute
analysis by Perutelli 1994 and more generally Perutelli 1997, 31. On Medea's dream see also
Caviglia 2002, 19-21.
d'Alessio 2005, 56 and 78.
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an earlier stage of the narration, just after Jason's arrival at Colchis37. And I
must remind that d'Alessio has recently identified the lost Hellenistic
Argonautica by Cleon of Kourion – about which more will be said in a
moment – as a possible source for the eccentric itinerary of the Argonauts
from Iolkos to Colchis in Valerius38.
3.
Finally, a few words on fragment 2. It is so badly preserved that no
restoration of its lines is possible beyond the intelligent supplements proposed
by the first editor. That these lines dealt with the same dream as fr. 1 is likely
given the mention of sleep (uJpn- ll. 6 and 12), bulls (taur- l. 3) and
abductions (aJrp- l. 5); in l. 8, while the morphology and syntax of feu'g(e)
remain no less mysterious to me than the (optative?) plhvseie in l. 7, ejlehmight belong to the idea of Medea's pity for Jason's feared death, cp. Ap.
Rhod. 3.462 and 761, both passages occurring at the end of sad rêveries.
Indeed, an interesting comparison can be issued with Ap. Rhod. 3.744-754,
where u{pno" occurs twice, and Medea's sleepless thought contemplates
precisely Jason's slaughter by the bulls (cp. here ll. 15-17)39.
Are there any clues to unmask the structure of these lines? L. 9 e[nnep≥
most probably closed a direct speech (perhaps another monologue by Medea,
or a dialogue in the dream?)40, and what follows must belong to the narrator's
voice, as can be gathered from ll. 10, 13 and 14. In fact, I would take the pu'r
a[faton in l. 10 as referring not to a material, "unspeakable" fire, but rather as
the usual metaphor for love (the adjective a[fato" is conspicuously used of
Eros in Ap. Rhod. 3.129)41. In l. 13 mevrmhra, most probably in the plural, is a

37

38
39

40

41

See Venzke 1941, 105-108 (on Arg. Orph. 773-801 and Val. Fl. 5. 331-337), and 110-111.
Venzke identified the common source as "wahrscheinlich einen Scholiasten oder Kommentator" (111). Vian 1987, 27-28, taking his cue precisely from Aeetes' and Medea's dreams,
believes that the common source should be a poem earlier than Apollonius, known to both
Apollonius himself and Valerius Flaccus. Dräger 2001, 53 (not knowing d'Alessio 2000)
unconvincingly identifies the common source with Dionysios Scytobrachion.
d'Alessio 2000, 102-104.
See esp. 3. 751-755 ajlla; mavl∆ouj Mhvdeian ejpi; glukero;" lavben u{pno": / polla; ga;r
Aijsonivdao povqw/ meledhvmat∆ e[geire / deidui'an tauvrwn kratero;n mevno", oi|sin e[melle /
fqei'sqai ajeikelivh/ moivrh/ kata; neio;n [Arho". / Pukna; dev oiJ kradivh sthqevwn e[ntosqen
e[quen.
e[nnepen as such in the first feet never concludes a speech (in Ap. Rhod. 1.241 it introduces
one), but the verb ejn(n)evpw often occurs with this role in Callimachus (and already in Pindar):
on this complicated issue see Führer 1967, 23-26 and Fantuzzi 1988, 66-67; on the
Schlußformeln of Medea's monologues in Apollonius see Paduano 1972, 43.
Aphrodite to Eros: tivpt∆ ejpimeidiava/", a[faton kakovn… On this adjective, and its possible
connection to the Apollonian concept of ajmfasiva, see the intelligent words of Paduano 1972,
99. The metaphor of fire, very common in Hellenistic poetry (just think of Theocr. 2.82 and
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perfect pendant to menqh'rai in fr. 1, 1142. In l. 14 dei'ma is a psychological
state very common with dreams43, and ejk kefalh'" – I believe – points to
Medea pulling off her hair44, out of desperation for what she is seeing (gavr in
l. 15; ll. 15-17 certainly depict the fire coming out of the bulls' jaws45, a vision
that comes to an end with Medea's definitive awakening in l. 2046).
I shall not push my analysis so far as to affirm that fr. 2 depicts the last
stages of Medea's sleep, namely the moment in which u{pno" gives way to
mevrmhra and dei'ma, and the woman of Colchis starts screaming and tearing
off her hair, frightened by her horrible vision. The textual basis for this very
modern image of a nightmare's end – quite unparalleled in ancient literature –
is very thin.
Yet, talking in general terms, I believe few will deny that the poem whose
remains are preserved in POxy 4712 dealt at considerable length with genesis
and contents of a dream by Medea, and shared some interesting features – on
the structural and linguistic niveau – with passages from the third book of
Apollonius' Argonautica. These two elements might be easy to reconcile with
the elements we posses concerning the only other known Hellenistic poem on
the Argonauts, namely the lost epic by Cleon of Kourion, which probably

42

43

44

45

46

131-134), has a special frequence and weight in Apollonius' third book (see e. g. Arg. 3.291297; 773; 1018; Nyberg 1992, 37-43) and occurs often for Ovid's Medea (met. 7.9, 17 and 77).
See esp. Il. 2. 2-3 Diva d∆oujk e[ce nhvdumo" u{pno" / ajll∆ o{ ge mermhvrize. The sense of
mevrmhra as "the cura occurring before sleep" is well discussed by d'Alessio 2005, 77.
See e. g. Maiist. 42 (quoted above note 14). Mosch. Eur. 16-17 h} d∆ ajpo; me;n strwtw'n
lecevwn qovre deimaivnousa / pallomevnh kradivhn. Ap. Rhod. 3. 695-6 th'" d∆aijnw'" a[tlhto"
ejpevkluse qumo;n ajnivh / deivmati, oi|∆ejsavkousen (Chalciope upon knowing of Medea's
dreams); 3. 810; 4. 685 ajpo; deivmata pevmyen ojneivrwn. Incidentally, dei'ma will be the name
of the statue dedicated to Medea's sons in Corinth: see Paus. 2.3.7 and Johnston 1997, 46-49
and 55-57.
The same gesture in Ap. Rhod. 4.18-19 pukna; de; kourivx / eJlkomevnh plokavmou" goerh/'
bruchvsat∆ ajnivh./ For ejk kefalh'" referring to this practice (generally in the act of mourning)
see e. g. Hom. Il. 10.15 and 22.77-78, and Q. Smyrn. 13.115-6 ai{ d∆ ajlegeinw'" / ejk kefalh'"
tivllonto kovmhn (of the Trojan women, described in l. 114 as pallovmenai kradivhn).
The wording should be compared with Ap. Rhod. 3. 230-231 and 410 = 496 tauvrw
calkovpode stovmati flovga fusiovwnte. In l. 16 ejºkcumevnhn must definitely refer to the
flovx, see Paul. Sil. descr. S. Soph. 208-209 oujc ou{tw" ajkavchsen ajp∆aijqevro" ejkcumevnh
flovx / ajnevra".
On the linguistic implications of l. 20 ejk lecevwn ajnevpalto, a phrasing that returns identical
in Nonn. Dion. 7.156 (Semele after a nightmare; on Nonnus' imitations of book 3 of
Apollonius' Argonautica see Vian 2001, 296-307), see d'Alessio 2005, 78; on the literary
image of the "Erwachen" from dreams see Bühler 1960, 60-63. The image in ll. 18-19 of our
fr. 2 is obscure, perhaps connected with the famous similitude of Medea's soul with sunbeams
reflected by wavy water in a vessel (Ap. Rhod. 3.755-760; so tentatively d'Alessio), or perhaps
with the fascinating comparison of dreams with reflections of images on a liquid surface, to be
read in Arist. de insomn. 3.461a14-18.
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made the object of a comparison with Apollonius' poem in the text of literary
criticism badly preserved in PMich inv. 1316v (II cent. AD)47.
As d'Alessio has recently argued, the little we know about Cleon's poem
from the scholia to Apollonius might well suggest that it deserved to be
judged – in the terms used by the ancient commentator – as made up of
"continuous and lengthy stories" (sunech;" kai; poluvstico"), in comparison
with Apollonius' tighter narrative, certainly closer to Callimachean literary
ideals48. This might hold true whether or not Cleon should be numbered
among Callimachus' enemies in Aet. fr. 1 or be identified as the object of his
satire in the 5th Iambus, as recent interpretations of (respectively) the
Florentine scholia and the Milan diegesis might suggest49. In a word, Cleon
perhaps used to describe at length, whereas Apollonius complied better with
the French prescription: "on indique, on court, on sous-entend; on a la grâce,
la discrétion, la finesse"50.
Even refraining from dealing closely with this issue here, I should like to
mention three open questions that arise from POxy 4712:
1 – if the poem in our papyrus antedates Apollonius' Argonautica, should
we really dismiss and minimize – as Wilamowitz did51 – the judgment of
Asclepiades of Myrlea, according to whom Apollonius "took over
everything" (ta; pavnta methvnegken) from Cleon52?

47

48

49
50
51

52

See Rusten 1982, 53-64; SH 339A; d'Alessio 2000, 97-109. The identification of Cleon as the
poet compared with Apollonius goes back to Peter Parsons, and is particularly important in
that it guarantees that Cleon's Argonautica were a poetical, not a prose work. The date of
Cleon is very uncertain: according to Cameron 1995, 296 he "could have been pre-Hellenistic",
but it is probably wiser to date him some time in the early 3th century, not too distant from
Apollonius himself.
See d'Alessio 2005, 55, contra Rusten 1982, 56-57 and note 13, who identifies Apollonius as
the author sunechv" and poluvstico" (Rusten's treatment and edition of this difficult and badly
flaked papyrus are nonetheless very valuable). On the literary background and purport of the
discussion in the Michigan papyrus see also Hunter 2001, 108-112. One still unexplained
feature of the text in PMich 1316v is the reference to "Medea's suitors" (Mhdeiva"
mnhsth'ra") in l. 24: Rusten 1982, 62-63 believes this to be a remnant of the plot of an earlier
Argonaut story, surfacing also in the plot of Medea's dream with Jason coming to Colchis for
her rather than for the Golden Fleece (3.619-623).
See d'Alessio 2000, 105-107 and Lehnus 2002, 12.
Sainte-Beuve 1879, 394-395.
Wilamowitz 1924, II, 189 n. 1: "allerdings wird es schwer an Argonautika vor Apollonios zu
glauben und Asklepiades mochte sich hierin täuschen lassen". Similarly Weinberger 1921.
Schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.623-26a (SH 339): o{ti de; ejnqavde Qova" ejswvqh kai; Klevwn oJ Kourieu;"
iJstorei' kai; jAsklhpiavdh" oJ Murleano;" [FGH 697 F 5] deiknu;" o{ti para; Klevwno" ta;
pavnta methvnegken jApollwvnio": on this scholium, and on its importance for our knowledge
of an ancient debate concerning the sources of Apollonius, see d'Alessio 2000, 92-95, who also
ascribes on good grounds to Asclepiades the treatise fragmentarily preserved in PMich 1316v.
It is unclear whether here ta; pavnta should be taken as referring only to the episode of Thoas'
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2 – was Apollonius really the first to introduce new literary patterns for
monologues and dreams? was he the first to portray the character of Medea as
the incarnation of a new kind of femininity and love53? and how should we
gauge the possibility that centuries later Cleon might have represented a
source for the plot of Valerius Flaccus' Argonautica?
3 – what should we make of recent theories underscoring the very
existence of an ongoing tradition of mythological epic in Hellenistic times54?

53

54

rescue (so d'Alessio 2000, 92) or to a wider dependence of Apollonius from Cleon (as
Weichert 1821, 150-154 believed).
See Zanker 1979, 69: "As far as we can tell, Apollonius was the first to treat of the love theme
in epic to this extent". See also Paduano 1972, 63-64 (with earlier bibliography). The
prominent role of Medea – known to Mimn. fr. 11.1 W. – was maybe an innovation by the
Corinthian poet Eumelus, though we know very little on the exact development of the
Argonautic saga in its first literary facies: see Michelazzo 1975; Matthews 1977; Zanker 1979,
69-70; Debiasi 2003; more generally on the literary antecedents of Apollonius see Hunter
1989, 12-21; Dräger 2001, 7-30; Scherer 2006, 9-42.
See Cameron 1995, 295-297 with the review by Harder 2002, esp. 603-604 and Green 1997,
20-21.
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